
 

 

Audition Preparation Tips 

 
We are excited to meet and hear you at the upcoming TRYPO auditions! We always want our auditioning students to do 
well and we know that auditions can be nerve-wracking. So here are some tips on how to prepare for this audition or any 
audition:  
 

• Students who cannot attend the live audition due to extenuating circumstances must contact TRYPO’s office in 
advance and receive permission to send a video audition. See more info about video auditions here.  

• Go through your music and bracket off the excerpts. Do not come into the audition asking where the excerpts are! 
Mark your parts! 

• Listen, listen, listen to the music! You can find the music on YouTube. You can download it from iTunes. Listen while 
following along in your part. Listen in the car or while out for a walk. The more you know how it goes, the easier it 
is to play.  

• Have an excerpt that is particularly difficult? Set a metronome to a very slow tempo that is too easy, until you can 
play it perfectly three times in a row. Increase the metronome one notch and repeat until you can play it perfectly 
three times in a row. Increase the tempo over multiple practice sessions until you’re up to speed. You’ll be 
surprised how well this simple trick will work.   

• Take the music to your private teacher!  

• Have your parents, family members, teacher or friends assist you with a mock audition. Practice waiting in a 
hallway with your instrument, being called in and have your family member to tell you the order of the excerpts for 
you to play on the spot.  

• Record yourself and listen back! You’ll be surprised at how much you can teach yourself.   

• Get a good night’s sleep before the audition day, and make sure to eat a good meal beforehand. 

• Remember that auditioning is a skill that must be learned, and the only way to learn how to master the skill of 
auditioning is to take auditions. Which is why we make you do them. You’ll thank us later.  

• Know this moving forward for this and every audition (or job interview!) you ever attend: The panel wants you to 
do well. We are rooting for you; we are in your corner. We are excited for you when you show us what you can do 
and we want you to succeed!   

• Not your first time playing for us? Please note that all auditions (whether you are trying again, playing a seating 
audition, or working to move up to a new ensemble) are crucial opportunities to demonstrate your progress to 
TRYPO Artistic Staff from year to year. All students should be thoroughly prepared!  
 

 
Auditions are ALWAYS competitive. A lot of your success depends on things you can’t control (how many spots are open in 
an ensemble, how many other students registered for auditions, the temperature of the audition room, a traffic jam on 
your way to the audition, etc…). Focus on the things you can control and measure your success by those things. Regardless 
of whether TRYPO can offer you a spot in a 17-18 large ensemble, a successful audition could be one where you felt you 
demonstrated your skills accurately. A successful audition could be one where you improved throughout your preparation. 
A successful audition could be one where you got to learn a piece you didn’t know before. Before you enter that audition 
room, think through some other definitions of success that are separate from a TRYPO decision.   

 

 

 

  

https://trypo.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Video-Guidelines.pdf

